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General regulatory attitude in 
most national markets 

Belief of Regulators:  

•  The well functioning, competitive wholesale and retail markets 
(efficient competition) could „control”; 
• energy component of end-user prices 
• quality of supply 
• healthy capacity balance 

•  The adequate network/system price regulation and other 
elements of the rTPA rules should provide incentives for the 
necessary network development. 

•  Energy policy incentives could 
• Stimulate the energy industry to invest in harmony with 

energy policy goals, 
• be modest and market based→ not to disturb the wholesale-

market conditions too much      
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Present market and regulatory situation  
in most national markets  

•  Some circumstances hinder efficient competition 
today: 
• concentrated relevant markets, 
•  fragmented national markets, 
• regulated end-user prices (if deviated from market 

prices) 
• very attractive financial incentives on some national 

markets  
•  The network and system development can not keep up 

with the new needs; 
•  regional and integrating EU markets →	  more cross border trade,  
•  huge renewable generation on some national markets; 

•  far away from load centres, 
•  causing unscheduled loop-flows and system-regulation needs in 

neighbouring markets as well 
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Foreseen changes in market conditions 

•  Some additional circumstances can hinder efficient 
wholesale competition in the future: 
•  increasing renewable ratio could be exempted from 

wholesale competition (feed-in tariff system) 
• CHP generators (under the new energy efficiency 

regulation) could be preferred (must run) 
•  new nuclear units foreseen to be invested under 

long term PPAs 
•  part of flexible gas fired units taking part in system 

regulation (compensating weather dependent 
renewable generation) contracted by System 
Operators 

•  possible new capacity market/payment   
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Other circumstances influencing  
market conditions and end-user prices 

•  Unpredictable incidents and (political) interference 
(like Japan nuclear accident, German nuclear 
moratorium) 

•  Hard to predict CO2 regulation  
•  During economic and financial crisis the medium and 

large end-users are very sensitive to energy prices 
(some of them are close to bankruptcy) →	  end-user 
prices (energy + system use) could strongly influence 
the national economy 

•  During these years of cutting (reducing) social safety-
net the households are also very sensitive to end-user 
energy prices → social welfare 
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Prerequisites of the Low Carbon Energy sector 
 in short/medium term? 

•  Ambitious EU target →	  Challenge: Facing the issues of 
competitiveness, social welfare, capital needs and 
security of supply – different national affects 

•  EU-wide market integration →	  Challenge: debated  
roadmaps; human resources; solving those issues, 
which create financial disadvantages for some end-
user (price–zones, ITC, ...) 

•  Create slightly harmonised and transparent support 
schemes for renewables →	  Challenge: different national 
targets and roadmaps 

•  Give incentives for rollout of smart meters and 
investment in smart grid (without clear EU solutions) 
→	  Challenge: increase of national system charge + 
danger of sunk investment (stranded cost) 
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Prerequisites of the Low Carbon Energy sector 
 in short/medium term? 

•  Create incentives for more efficient network- and 
system operation and development →	  Challenge: 
increase of national system charge; development of 
cost-sharing methods; providing special incentives for 
CB network developers, which will not undermine the 
rTPA system 

•  Create incentives for new generation investment →	  
Challenge: some solution could further hinder wholesale 
competition (e.g.: capacity market) 

•  Adjust the present regulatory regimes, or create new 
type of regulatory system (change the present basics, 
like: rTPA, RPI-X, market based energy pricing, ....) 

•  Realistic EU targets and Global agreement on World-
wide targets →	  Challenge: adjusted national action plans  
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Some potential activity could support the Low 
Carbon Economy (for discussion purposes) 

•  Simplified and harmonised (among different 
authorities) the time consuming licensing, 
permitting procedure for distributed generators →	  
could help for renewable and energy efficiency  

•  Market coupling with  more and more markets + 
introducing cross border balancing →	  could help for 
electricity system regulation and reducing 
operational problems of renewables 

•  Develop and test common cost sharing 
methodology supporting new cross border network 
investment and sharing additional system 
regulation cost caused by other markets 
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Some potential activity could support the Low 
Carbon Economy (for discussion purposes) 

•  Preparing impact assessment of different national 
road map options on the competitiveness and on 
social welfare →	  could help for clear picture  

•  Analysing and introducing the methodology of 
decoupled network tariff	  →	  could support the 
energy efficiency of the enduser assisted by the 
distribution system operation 

•  Providing incentives for distribution system 
operators conecting renewable generators to the 
network   
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Challenges related to the Low Carbon Roadmap 

Among the mentioned circumstances how could we convince 

•  politicians not to interfere (distort) network price 
regulation, but agree to increase it substantially, and allow 
market based energy prices + provide extra finantial support 
for some technologies; 

•  In countries, where the belief in the market has less tradition? 
•  Where the wholesale and retail markets are not functioning 

well? 
•  Where the end-users (industry) are not competitive with higher 

energy prices? 
•  In countries, where the social welfare is already on very low 

level with present energy prices? 
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Challenges related to the Low Carbon Roadmap 

Among the mentioned circumstances how could we convince 

•  financial institutions and energy investors to invest in 
network development and in new generation (especially 
generation that fits to the Low Carbon Energy Sector); 

•  During the financial crises (less available money, higher cost of 
capital, higher risk sensitivity) in our region?   

•  Giving government comfort without illegal state aid? 
•  Supporting flexible, regulating power (mostly gas) necessary 

for system reserve and for balancing?   
•  Providing attractive support for some generators and nothing 

for the others on the same market?  
•  Convincing them, that the 2050 targets (together with the 

national requirements) are realistic, capable and remain stable 
for 30-40 years? 


